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1. Introduction

Colored (or Chromophoric) Dissolved Organic Matter (abbreviated as “CDOM”), also known as “gelbstoff” (Kalle, 1938), “yellow substance” (Shirin, 1988), or “gilvin” (Kirk, 1994), is an important component of the dissolved organic carbon (DOC) pool in natural waters where it plays a major role in determining underwater light availability (Siegel et al., 1995, 2002; Siegel and Michaels, 1996; Nelson et al., 1998; Nelson and Siegel, 2002; Coble, 2007; Morel and Gentili, 2009a).

The main optical behavior of CDOM resides in its light absorption over a broad range of visible and UV wavelengths. Especially in the UV and blue light region, the non-water absorption is dominated by CDOM (Nelson and Siegel, 2002). Statistical analysis using global satellite data shows that nearly 50% of non-water absorption is due to CDOM at 440 nm, which also corresponds to the main phytoplankton absorption peak (Swan et al., 2009).

Thus, CDOM can affect on the accuracy of the retrieval of ocean chlorophyll-a concentration and subsequently primary productivity by satellite ocean color radiometry.

However, due to severe under-sampling through the use of ship-based observation, in situ measurements have remained scarce and hence our understanding of CDOM dynamics in various open ocean regions. In this context, the CDOM time series (based on monthly cruises) at BATS and analyzed by Nelson et al. (1998) can be considered as a reference study for open ocean waters. More recently, the availability of new sensors (such as in situ CDOM fluorometers, Belzile et al., 2006; Kowalczuk et al., 2010) associated with the progressive maturation of autonomous platforms that can carry them (e.g. Johnson et al., 2009), might be of considerable importance in view of improving our understanding of CDOM dynamics by increasing temporal as well spatial resolution of measurements.

The fluorescent properties of CDOM have been reported as early as 1949 by Kalle (1949) who found that the same material was able to emit blue fluorescence when excited by UV radiations. Although relationships between CDOM absorption and fluorescence do not seem to be ubiquitous, nevertheless, linear relationships between both measurements were observed.
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in open oceans and coastal waters (e.g., Ferrari and Tassan, 1991; Hoge et al., 1993; Vodacek et al., 1997; Ferrari and Dowell, 1998; Ferrari, 2000; Belzile et al., 2006; Yamashita and Tanoue, 2009; Kowalczyk et al., 2010).

The recent development of the so-called Bio-Argo floats (profiling floats equipped with bio-optical and biogeochemical sensors) now offers the possibility to develop innovative strategies for the observation of oceanic biogeochemistry and ecosystem (Claustre et al., 2010). Bio-Argo floats not only allow for long-term (annual/multiyear), quasi-continuous (at least once per 10 days), and highly resolved vertical (1 m resolution) oceanic properties observations, but also provides unique, synchronous and multi-parameter datasets. Such datasets are especially required for physical and biological/biogeochemical/bio-optical coupling research (IOCCC, 2011).

In 2008, a fleet of 8 Bio-Argo floats were deployed in various oceanic areas representative of the diversity of the trophic conditions prevailing in the open ocean, equipped with CDOM fluorometer, chlorophyll-a fluorometer, as well as other bio-optical and biogeochemical sensors. The acquired dataset by this fleet supported methodological development allowing the accurate retrieval of key biogeochemical variables like chlorophyll-a concentration (Xing et al., 2011) and CDOM absorption at 412 nm (Xing et al., 2012). Two of these 8 floats were deployed in the northwestern and eastern sub-basins of the Mediterranean Sea and continuously recorded, over more than 1 year, the vertical distributions (from surface to 400 m) of CDOM as well as hydrological parameters and chlorophyll-a concentration. Here these high-resolution measurements are used as the basis for an assessment of the regional and seasonal CDOM dynamics.

The present study highlights the seasonal cycle of CDOM in both sub-basins, the decoupling between its surface and subsurface dynamics, and the tight link between its subsurface maximum and deep chlorophyll-a maximum (DCM). A specific attention is dedicated to the yellow substance subsurface maximum (hereafter denoted as YSM), a feature already investigated in Case I waters (e.g. Nelson et al., 1998, 2004; Coble et al., 1998; Chen, 1999; Lund-Hansen et al., 2006; Kitidis et al., 2006; Chekalyuk et al., 2012), and also reported in the Mediterranean Sea (Oubelkheir et al., 2005, 2007). Here in the Mediterranean Sea and thanks to the first complete high-resolution time series, the temporal CDOM dynamics and associated drivers can be addressed for the first time. In particular, the possible biogeochemical and/or the hydrological origins of the observed variations are presented and discussed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Bio-Argo data

The two Bio-Argo floats were deployed in May 2008, in the Northwestern Mediterranean Sea (NWM), and in June 2008, in the Levantine Sea (LS) (Fig. 1). They are named “MED_NW_B02” and “MED_LV_B06”, respectively. Both floats are based on the PROVOR CTS3 free-drifting profilers (NKE instrumentation, France), equipped with a OC4 radiometer (Satlantic, Halifax, Canada), a transmissometer and an ECO Puck instrument (WET Labs, Inc., Philomath, OR, USA). In addition to the standard hydrological observation by PROVOR, the OC4 radiometer measures the downward planar irradiance, \( E_d \), at three wavelengths (412, 490, and 550 nm); the transmissometer measures the beam attenuation coefficient at 660 nm; and the ECO Puck integrates three independent sensors, for backscattering at 532 nm, Chla fluorescence, and CDOM fluorescence (excitation at 370 nm, emission at 460 nm) measurements, respectively. The observation frequency was generally programmed as a profile every 5 days, with few exception of a profile every 1 day just after the deployment (to check float performances). For each profile, the observation mission included acquisition of a CTD profile from 1000 m up to surface, whereas the bio-optical sensors started acquisition from 400 m (this was done to save energy and hence increase the life-time of float).

In previous studies (Xing et al., 2011, 2012), two successive processing procedures were presented respectively for retrieval of chlorophyll-a concentration (units mg m\(^{-3}\), thereafter denoted [Chla]) and CDOM absorption coefficient at 412 nm (units m\(^{-1}\), thereafter denoted \( a_{412} \)), combining the radiometry (\( E_d(412) \) and \( E_d(490) \)) and fluorometry (chlorophyll and CDOM fluorescence). For the sake of completion, the retrieval methods are briefly introduced here.

First of all, two linear relationships were assumed as the basis of procedures, as shown below:

\[
[\text{Chla}] = \text{Slope}_C(\text{Fluo}_C - \text{Offset}_C)
\]

\[
a_{412} = \text{Slope}_Y(\text{Fluo}_Y - \text{Offset}_Y)
\]

where [Chla] and \( a_{412} \) are the finally retrieved variables; Fluo\(_C\) and Fluo\(_Y\) represent the chlorophyll and CDOM fluorescence signals acquired by two fluorometers; and all the remaining terms (Slope\(_C\), Slope\(_Y\), Offset\(_C\) and Offset\(_Y\)) are regarded as the coefficients to be retrieved.

The Offset\(_C\) is determined profile by profile firstly based on a common assumption that the [Chla] at depths larger than 300 m is zero, so that the Fluo\(_C\) profiles are simply reset to zero beyond this level and the Offset\(_C\) are obtained as the deep Fluo\(_C\) signal. In light of the classical bio-optical relationship prevailing for open ocean Case I waters (Morel et al., 2007), the diffuse attenuation coefficient at 490 nm (thereafter denoted \( K_d(490) \)) can be calculated as a function of [Chla]:

\[
K_d(490) = 0.01660 + 0.0825[\text{Chla}]^{0.6529}
\]

By introducing Eq. (1) into Eq. (3), the Slope\(_C\) will be figured out while \( K_d(490) \) is determined through the vertical derivation

![Fig. 1](image-url) The trajectories and observation positions of the “MED_NW_B02” float (a) in the northwestern sub-basin of Mediterranean Sea and the “MED_LV_B06” float (b) in the eastern sub-basin.
The influence of CDOM on the diffuse attenuation coefficient is considerably more pronounced at 412 nm than at 490 nm, owing to the exponential increase in its absorption toward shorter wavelengths; therefore the \(K_d(412)\) was better adapted to retrieve information on the CDOM content. Based on bio-optical relationships, a new empirical equation was established as follows:

\[
K_d(412) = 0.01 + 0.0676[\text{Chla}]^{0.58} + 1.3a_d(412) \tag{4}\]

Here, the three terms on the right side of Eq. (4) represent the respective contributions of pure seawater, particles and CDOM to the attenuation coefficient \(K_d(412)\). From Eq. (4), once \([\text{Chla}]\) has been retrieved (through Eq. (3)) and deriving \(K_d(412)\) from \(E_d(412)\), the CDOM absorption \(a_d(412)\) can be subsequently derived. Thereafter, the corresponding coefficients \((\text{Slope}_d\) and \(\text{Offset}_d)\) were determined via linear regression analysis between radiometry-based \(a_d(412)\) and concurrently observed \(\text{Flu}_d\) profiles (Xing et al., 2012).

2.2. Satellite data

MODIS-Aqua remotely-sensed data (Level 3, 8-day composites, 9 km \times 9 km resolution) are used to characterize the surface CDOM and its relationships with phytoplankton and temperature in larger regions than the area explored by floats. The surface \([\text{Chla}]\) and CDOM absorption were retrieved from the evaluation products in MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) dataset based on the GSM ocean color model (Maritorena et al., 2002) provided by National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Actually, the GSM product is not strictly CDOM but \(a_d(443)\) which is the absorption coefficient at 443 nm by the colored detrital material (CDM), including the particulate detritus and dissolved CDOM. \(a_d(443)\) remains nevertheless essentially dominated by the contribution of dissolved material (Coble, 2007) and is here considered as a CDOM proxy. Additionally, the sea surface temperature (SST, 11 \(\mu\)m daytime) data were also retrieved. The average surface \([\text{Chla}]\), \(a_d(443)\) and SST are calculated every 8 days in two regions, the whole Northwestern sub-basin (0–10 E, 39–45 N) and the Eastern sub-basin (30–37 E, 30–37 N), which encompass the float tracks and give a more regional picture of the observed trends.

2.3. Derived data

The mixed layer depth (MLD) is determined as the first depth where the density value is 0.03 kg m\(^{-3}\) in excess with respect to the value at 10 m De Boyer-Montegut et al. (2004).

In addition, two optically derived depths, the penetration depth \(z_{pd}\) and euphotic depth \(z_{eu}\), are derived from the \([\text{Chla}]\) profile and empirical relationships. Firstly, \(K_d(490)\) profile is determined from \([\text{Chla}]\) via Eq. (3). Secondly, the attenuation coefficient for Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR), \(K_d(\text{PAR})\) is estimated from (Morel et al., 2007)

\[
K_d(\text{PAR}) = 0.00665 + 0.874K_d(490) - 0.00121K_d(490)^{-1} \tag{5}\]

Then, the \(z_{pd}\) and \(z_{eu}\) are determined based on their own definitions:

\[
\int_0^{z_{pd}} K_d(\text{PAR}, z)dz = 1 \tag{6}\]

\[
\int_0^{z_{eu}} K_d(\text{PAR}, z)dz = 4.6 \tag{7}\]

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Hydrological context

Fig. 2a, b, d and e shows the time series in temperature and salinity distributions (0–400 m) acquired in both sub-basins. The black line on each panel represents the 28.88 isopycnal (on which, the water density equals to 1028.88 kg m\(^{-3}\)), selected to highlight specific features in deep CDOM, especially in the eastern sub-basin (see Section 3.3).

In the NWM, float MED_NW_B02 was deployed off the coast of Nice in May, 2008. During its nearly 2-year life-time period, it drifted toward southwest together with the Liguro-Provenco-Catalan Current (Herbaut et al., 1996; Fusco et al., 2003), passed through the Gulf of Lion transiently, and then stayed in the Balearic Sea (Fig. 1a). The surface temperature varied over a wide range from 13 °C in winter to 28 °C in summer. From ~100 to 1000 m (the profiles from 400 to 1000 m are not shown), the temperature largely did not vary seasonally (~13 °C) (Fig. 2a). As for the salinity, the values ranged from 37.8 to 38.2 at surface and increased with depth; however, there existed a water mass with high salinity always below ~50 m (Fig. 2b).

The float (MED_LV_B06) deployed in the eastern sub-basin (south of Cyprus) stayed around 9 months south of 34 N within an anticyclonic gyre. The stability hydrological patterns suggested that this 9-month time series can be analyzed as the seasonal evolution of the same water mass. Thereafter, the float drifted northward and stayed off the west coast of Cyprus (Fig. 1b). Correspondingly, the discrepancy of hydrological parameters can be seen obviously, away from the seasonal cycles at surface (Fig. 2d and e). During the first 9 months, the relatively stable dynamic of the gyre, induced very few variation of the physical characteristics of the water column as observed by the float. Only the surface layers exhibited an important seasonal variability, influenced by the atmospheric forcing and by the eastward flow of the Modified Atlantic Water (MAW). While after moving northward, this float recorded a low temperature low salinity water mass occupying the thermocline below 200 m up to 1000 m.

Apart from the data acquired in the eastern sub-basin after March, 2009, the hydrological environments in the upper layer (from surface to 400 m) between both sub-basins revealed quite marked disparities, concerning the summer surface maximum temperature (reaching up to 30 °C in the LS) as well as their vertical distribution. However, it declined with depth up to a relatively constant temperature (~17.5 °C) below 100 m, where the temperature was much colder (~13 °C) in the NWM.

3.2. CDOM distributions

The vertical distributions of retrieved CDOM absorption coefficient at 412 nm, \(a_d(412)\) (Fig. 2c and f) has already been presented in the methodology-oriented paper of Xing et al. (2012). These results are here presented again as a preliminary step in view of understanding the CDOM dynamics in both Mediterranean environments.

In both sub-basins, CDOM profiles displayed a large seasonality, which can be summarized by a strong surface photobleaching in summer time, a high mixing in winter, and a seasonal subsurface enhancement. In summer, owing to exposure to intense sunlight, surface CDOM lost its absorptivity and fluorescence efficiency remarkably. Consequently, the minimum of \(a_d(412)\) (less than 0.005 m\(^{-1}\)) always appeared at surface in summer. Another reason leading to the seasonality of surface CDOM was the strong mixing effect in winter, which not only generated a very deep homogenous CDOM layer that even may exceed 350 m in the eastern sub-basin, but also brought some deep CDOM into the upper layer. Besides, from summer to winter,
the CDOM profile was characterized by a subsurface maximum (YSM) which was located around 100 m. In the northwestern sub-basin, the YSM started to develop in May, enhanced gradually up to November, and finally disappeared due to the physical mixing in mid-winter. Probably due to the influence of deep CDOM or to the difference of water mass with peculiar phytoplankton species composition, no obvious YSM was identified after June 2009 in the LS.

In addition to the seasonal patterns, a hydrology-related change of CDOM was recorded by the float MED_LV_B06 (Fig. 2f). As mentioned above, after the float escaping northward from the gyre, and the corresponding CDOM absorption increased markedly ($a_{412} > 0.04$ m$^{-1}$) at depth, which suggested that enhanced CDOM was a signature of specific water mass. The 28.88 isopycnal (black line), clearly delineated this signature (Fig. 2). Obviously, the CDOM below this isopycnal was elevated in the LS, but did not vary in the NWM.

### 3.3. Deep CDOM driven by hydrology

The scatter plots of $a_{412}$ versus salinity and temperature are shown in Fig. 3 to examine the relationships between CDOM and hydrography, especially in the deep waters. The data below the 28.88 isopycnal are reported in black, the others in gray.

Overall, in the whole upper layer (for all points in Fig. 3), CDOM is negatively related to temperature in both sub-basins (especially at surface in Fig. 6). By contrast, there is no simply consistent relationship found between CDOM and salinity. However, in the deep waters (below 28.88 isopycnal), CDOM became more tightly related to temperature and salinity in the LS (Fig. 3c and d), with relatively high determination coefficients ($r^2 = 0.506$ and 0.474). In contrast, no clear relationships are found between deep CDOM and corresponding salinity or temperature ($r^2 = 0.123$ and 0.334) in the NWM, even if CDOM might appear positively related to the temperature (over a weak range). This discrepancy between both sub-basins indicates that the deep CDOM is controlled by water mass dynamics.

Actually, in most coastal areas and below the euphotic zone elsewhere in the open ocean, CDOM displays conservative behavior on the time scale of physical mixing. Monitoring CDOM fluorescence has often been used to distinguish between water masses from various sources (Mopper and Schultz, 1993; Coble, 1996), and study the mixing processes in coastal and estuarine waters (Laane and Kramer, 1990; De Souza Sierra et al., 1997). Moreover, deep CDOM in relation to water mass has been reported in many other oceanic regions. In the Gulf Stream, Chen and Bada (1992) found that patterns of CDOM fluorescence were in agreement with the distribution of water masses. In the Arabian Sea, Coble et al. (1998) presented that the high salinity high temperature Persian Gulf Water (PGW) contains more CDOM than adjacent waters, located at depth between 180 and 320 m. More recently, Nelson et al. (2007) and Swan et al. (2009) investigated the hydrographic controls on CDOM in the North Atlantic and Pacific, respectively. They concluded that CDOM distribution reflected the rapid advection and mixing processes within the basin, which supported the potential use of CDOM as a tracer of ocean circulation processes for subducted water masses.
3.4. Subsurface CDOM driven by biological activity

The 28.88 isopycnal was here used to identify the CDOM related to deep water masses, especially for the LS (see above). Similarly, the YSM is defined as the ay(412) maximum above this isopycnal. The seasonal variations of the depth of YSM (z_{YSM}) are shown in Fig. 4a and b (blue points), as well as the mixed layer depth (MLD) (black lines), the depth of deep chlorophyll-a maximum (z_{DCM}) (red lines), the penetration depth (z_{pd}) (green lines) and euphotic depth (z_{eu}) (orange lines).

The MLD exhibited the same seasonal pattern distinctly in each sub-basin. The deepest value was recorded in winter, reaching 200 m in the NWM and even exceeding 400 m in the LS, while the shallowest MLD were only 10 m in summer during the strongest stratified period. Conversely, the deepest DCM appeared in summer when the surface irradiance was maximal and subsurface chlorophyll minimal allowing a deeper penetration of photon flux. Overall, DCM became shallower in spring and autumn, and was destroyed in winter as a consequence of mixing. (Note that the red lines are discontinuous because the chlorophyll-a profile were well-mixed in winter and then DCM did not exist.) In addition, it is notable that DCM always developed close to the basis of the euphotic layer (z_{eu}).

Although the summer and fall deep CDOM was clearly evidenced from the analysis of Figs. 2c and f, there were nevertheless some outliers in the time series of z_{YSM}. For such cases, the subsurface maxima were less evident (sometimes because erratic high values were recorded at depth), especially in June and July of 2008 in the NWM, and in July and August of 2008 in the LS. The two major seasonal characteristics of subsurface CDOM remained nevertheless highly distinguishable. Firstly, the YSM was clearly located at the same depth than the DCM in fall when the former was pronounced, while z_{YSM} deepened in winter and early spring, approximately following the MLD. Especially in early winter (November and December for the NWM, January and February for the LS), the YSM did not disappear immediately as DCM with the breakdown of stratification, but descended just below the MLD and persisted for about two months more (shown in Fig. 2c and f). This revealed the detrital nature and rather refractory nature of CDOM the time scales of which were evidently greater than those of Chla.

Fig. 5a and b shows the smoothed (3-point moving average) chlorophyll-a concentration at DCM and ay(412) at YSM in both sub-basins. Except for the first month in the NWM, [Chla]_{DCM} generally started to increase in April, when the water column became stratified. The maximum in [Chla]_{DCM} was recorded in July before a progressive decrease during late summer early fall. In parallel with the progressive decrease in processes [Chla]_{DCM}, ay(412)_{YSM} increased from July when phytoplankton began to decay, and persisted up to November when the decrease in [Chla]
stopped. This observation, together with the similar depth in YSM and DCM between July and October might suggest a tight coupling between subsurface CDOM and phytoplankton.

In order to assess the seasonal CDOM dynamics in more quantitative terms, the integrated total Chla and CDOM content (\(\sum [\text{Chla}]_{200}\) and \(\sum a_{440(12)}^{(200)}\)) are calculated within the 0–200 m upper layer (Fig. 5c and d). Admittedly, the observed variations might be impacted by photochemical processes in surface layer (see later) but their impact was here considered as relatively minor when addressing the seasonal dynamics within this rather thick layer. It comes that this dynamics in depth-integrated chlorophyll-a and CDOM were characterized by two successive maxima: the spring maximum for Chla was the starting point of the persistent accumulation of CDOM which peaked in November for the NWM and in December for the LS, when the ML begin to destroy the DCM and to deepen the YSM.

However, in open oceans, the biogenic origin of CDOM is still a matter of debate. In general, phytoplankton was not considered as a direct source of CDOM in marine environments (e.g. via the release of exudates), but rather as a source of labile organics, which undergo microbial transformations with subsequent production of CDOM (DeGrandpre et al., 1996; Rochelle-Newall and Fisher, 2002). This viewpoint was corroborated in the Sargasso Sea, where the YSM was located at the depth of bacterial abundance maximum (BAM), but shallower than the DCM by more than 15 m (Nelson et al., 1998). Nevertheless, some other investigations reported the location of YSM at the same depth than the DCM in various regions, e.g. the Arabian Sea (Coble et al., 1998), Mid-Atlantic Bight (Chen, 1999), Baltic Sea (Lund-Hansen et al., 2006), or California Current (Chekalyuk et al., 2012). Particularly, YSM has been already found at the depth of DCM in the Mediterranean Sea, based on the measured absorption coefficients (Oubelkheir et al., 2007). These results, however, indicated that the YSM could be produced not only by bacterial activities, but also by other sources which appeared to be more phytoplankton-related.

Based on analysis of data from the Atlantic Meridional Transect, Kitidis et al. (2006) proposed the presence of two distinct CDOM end-members, characterized by different spectral dependencies. The first one was located at the DCM level and was attributed to CDOM production from phytoplankton-derived organic matter via planktonic foodweb interactions; the second one was associated with microbial remineralization. On this basis, the YSM should be interpreted as a mixture of two end-members. Besides, Oubelkheir et al. (2005) found the appearance of YSM at the depth between DCM and BAM, at one station (DYF) in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea, likely supporting the view of Kitidis et al. (2006).

Our finding in the two sub-basins of the Mediterranean Sea, however, indicated a tighter link between CDOM and phytoplankton than expected: the YSM was not only produced at the DCM level, but also followed it dynamically. When the DCM deepened in summer and shoaled in autumn (see Fig. 4a from June to November, 2009, and Fig. 4b from September to December, 2008), \(z_{\text{YSM}}\) experienced the same dynamics, which is documented for the first time thanks to the high-resolution measurements allowed by Bio-Argo floats. One plausible explanation could be that the microbial activities were closely coupled with phytoplankton, leading to the superposition of the two distinct CDOM end-members at the same depth. Another one would be that the CDOM is more associated to planktonic foodweb interactions than microbial remineralization, leading to a tighter link between YSM and DCM.

The first documented time series of CDOM dynamics by Nelson et al. (1998) in the Sargasso Sea (BATS site) highlighted that phytoplankton blooms (January–March) are followed by CDOM accumulation from the end of bloom to summer, and declined in autumn. The seasonal cycles of CDOM lagged behind the algal blooms by about 2–3 months. Similar but shorter CDOM accumulation cycles were observed in the Funka Bay, a coastal region of the Northwestern Pacific. The accumulation started in spring, rapidly reached its peak in the following first month, and then declined in summer (Sasaki et al., 2005). Differently, the CDOM cycles recorded in the Mediterranean Sea started in June when the chlorophyll-a was still increasing, and had an extended growth stage (about 5–6 months), which led to a much longer lag time between two maxima than those in the Sargasso Sea and Funka Bay.

### 3.5. Surface CDOM essentially constrained by photochemical processes

As shown in Fig. 2c and f, surface CDOM was distinctly depressed by photobleaching processes, also referred as photo-degradation or photo-oxidation. As the most important sink for
CDOM in natural waters (Siegel and Michaels, 1996; Coble, 2007), photobleaching has been well documented in culture and in the field (Mopper et al., 1991; Kouassi and Zika, 1992; Vodacek et al., 1997; Nelson et al., 1998, 2004, 2007; Andrews et al., 2000; Whitehead et al., 2000; Yamashita and Tanoue, 2009). The dissolved inorganic carbon is considered as the major end-product of photobleaching.

To evaluate the surface CDOM dynamics and its main drivers, the averaged $a_y(412)$, [Chla] and temperature (smoothed by a 3-point moving average filter) values in $z_{pd}$ are presented in Fig. 6a and b. In contrast to the variability at subsurface, CDOM and chlorophyll-a roughly co-varied at surface and were characterized by similar seasonal patterns, higher in winter–spring and lower in summer, which was consistent with the observation results from MODIS in the same basins (Morel and Gentili, 2009b). Despite the similar surface patterns in CDOM and chlorophyll-a, the causal mechanisms were likely different. The vertical transport of unbleached CDOM from deep waters was the main process enhancing the CDOM concentration within the upper layer. In summer, the photobleaching was mainly responsible for the depressed CDOM, while photoacclimation of intracellular chlorophyll-a concentration, together with nutrient limitation, is responsible for the lowest chlorophyll-a at surface. The scatter plots of $a_y(412)$ versus [Chla] and versus temperature (i.e. SST) are shown in Fig. 6c and d, and both correlations were examined via a power function ($y = Ax^p$). The relationships between CDOM and SST appeared more robust ($r^2 = 0.733$ in the NWM and 0.571 in the LS) than the one between CDOM and [Chla] ($r^2 = 0.523$ in the NWM and 0.292 in the LS). Furthermore, considering a larger area by analyzing, the averaged $a_y(443)$ estimated by MODIS in the whole northwestern and eastern sub-basin (Fig. 7a and b) allowed to clearly confirm the seasonal patterns recorded by float. Accordingly, the relationships established from these satellite data were more robust, especially for those between CDOM and [Chla] ($r^2 = 0.85$ for the NWM and 0.657 for the LS). Even so, CDOM appeared to be still more dependent on SST ($r^2 = 0.889$ and 0.769), which were already reported at the basin and global scales (Coble et al., 1998; Nelson and Siegel, 2013). The tight inverse coupling between CDOM and SST at surface observed in situ as well as from space, implies that surface CDOM dynamics was more driven by physical processes than biological ones. Nevertheless, it does not mean that SST has a direct effect on CDOM dynamics; instead, SST is more likely a proxy of the changes in physical conditions, for instance, high SST is generally associated with increased stratification, depressed surface nutrient input, and higher average light exposure of the surface layer. These in turn are expected to impact on CDOM.

The seasonal variability of CDOM at surface thus differed quite significantly from that at subsurface (Figs. 5–7). It suggests that, therefore, the subsurface maxima and seasonal enhancement of CDOM cannot be detected at surface and by satellite data in the Mediterranean Sea, partly due to different driving mechanisms, and partly because of a relatively shallow $z_{pd}$ (much shallower than $z_{YSM}$). Actually, it was truly possible to see the CDOM enhancement and time-lag effect from surface, if the YSM was sufficiently shallow compared to $z_{pd}$ in certain regions. For example, in the central North Atlantic Ocean, the surface CDOM maxima was found in spring and lagged behind the phytoplankton bloom about 2–4 weeks based on analyses of 5 years of daily high-resolution Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) images (Hu et al., 2006), mainly as a result of its shallower YSM (~50 m, Nelson et al., 1998) and much deeper $z_{pd}$ (~50 m, Hu et al., 2006) than in the Mediterranean Sea.

4. Final remarks and conclusions

Within the so-called Case I waters (Morel, 1988), CDOM and [Chla] are by principle co-varying, as CDOM is thought to be a by-product of phytoplankton. The covariant assumption allows the development of simple empirical algorithms relating ocean color to phytoplankton biomass at surface (Morel, 1988; Morel and Maritorena, 2001). As discussed above, surface CDOM dynamics would be more driven by physical processes (photobleaching), and thus partially decoupled from its phytoplankton source, even if some significant positive relationships are sometimes reported. In fact, many results suggested that there could be decoupling of CDOM and phytoplankton both globally and regionally (Siegel et al., 2002; Morel et al., 2010).
We found weak positive relationships within the surface layer CDOM and phytoplankton both at surface and in the upper 200 m. The covariance period basically corresponded to the algal growth period from spring to summer, and a long negative correlation (contravariance) period from later summer to winter. The covariance period generally corresponded to the algal growth and bloom phase. By contrast the other period corresponds to the CDOM accumulation and algal decline phase, indicating that the correlation between CDOM and phytoplankton in the euphotic layer depended on the phytoplankton physiological status. Although many studies reported that in situ production of CDOM was not directly derived from phytoplankton itself, our finding in the Mediterranean Sea suggested that there existed a tight but indirect coupling between CDOM and phytoplankton via other intermediate processes.

Apart from river inputs and upwelling of deep waters, there are two main sources of CDOM in subsurface layers, microbial activity and planktonic foodweb interactions (Coble, 2007). In the global ocean, CDOM was found ubiquitously related to inorganic nutrient distribution and apparent oxygen utilization, suggesting a link between microbial remineralization and CDOM (Chen and Bada, 1992; Hayase and Shinozuka, 1995; Jørgensen et al., 2011). Most apparently in the Sargasso Sea, the YSM was recorded around 50 m depth, typically shallower than the DCM layer (90–120 m), but agreed with the depth of the highest bacteria biomass and productivity in the upper water column (Nelson et al., 1998). It was thus concluded that the microbial community is the source of the “new” summer time CDOM. However, the phytoplankton-related CDOM was also identified in some regions, generally characterized by appearance of YSM at the same depth than the DCM (Coble et al., 1998; Chen, 1999; Lund-Hansen et al., 2006; Kitidis et al., 2006; Oubelkheir et al., 2007; Chekaluk et al., 2012).

Therefore, the subsurface maxima and seasonal cycles in CDOM and phytoplankton observed here could likely be the result of either microbial processes or plankton trophic relationships. At this point, these observations cannot be further confirmed here because of the lack of concomitant observations of other ancillary parameters (such as bacterial production, nutrient level and/or apparent oxygen utilization).

There are now Bio-Argo floats with multi-sensor package (e.g. including bio-optics, oxygen, nitrate, etc.). Similarly there is sensor development to possibly measure zooplankton biomass from floats and or gliders. These new multi-instrumented platforms will likely contribute to a further understanding of CDOM seasonal dynamics and associated underlying mechanisms both at regional and global scales.
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